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Model set-up and comparison between observations and model output

1.1

Physical constants

Table S1. Physical constants used in the Ice-sheet and Sea-level System Model (ISSM).

1.2

Gravitational acceleration

g

9.81 m s−2

Density of ice

ρi

917 kg m−3

Density of seawater

ρsw

1023 kg m−3

Density of freshwater

ρw

1000 kg m−3

Mixed layer specific heat capacity

cp

3974 J kg−1 K−1

Thermal exchange velocity

γ

1 × 10−4 m s−1

Latent heat capacity of ice

Li

3.35 × 105 J kg−1

Glen’s flow law exponent

n

3

Improvements to the model representation of pinning points

Some minor adjustments are made to model boundaries before relaxation. The friction coefficient assigned to Crary Ice Rise
5

and Steershead Ice Rise is increased to ∞ to ensure zero velocity, characteristic of ice rises. Model bathymetry beneath the
Ross Ice Shelf (RIS) is adjusted to prevent the formation of new ice rumples during relaxation. The Bedmap2 sub-ice shelf
bathymetry used to create the model geometry is interpolated from limited resolution (55 km) point measurements onto a 1 km
grid (Fretwell et al., 2013). Predictably, the depth of the water column beneath the RIS is incorrect in some areas and this poses
particular problems where the seafloor is unrealistically shallow. Water column depths of less than 50 m near the Shirase Coast
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Ice Rumples (SCIR) and Steershead Ice Rise (SIR) result in spurious grounding and the formation of new ice rumples, as well
an increase in the area of existing pinning points.
Unrealistic grounding is prevented by excavating a 500 m thick layer from the bed elevation beneath the RIS (Fig. S1).
The bathymetry within 30 km of the MacAyeal Ice Stream (MacIS), Bindschadler Ice Stream (BIS) and Whillans Ice Stream
grounding line is left unmodified to allow for grounding line adjustment during model relaxation and transient simulations. The
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Figure S1. The modified Bedmap2 bathymetry around the SCIR. The white line indicates the location of the present-day grounding line
(Bindschadler et al., 2011).
Table S2. Performance of the inverse method to infer the inverse rate factor B̄inv and the friction coefficient α. The mean absolute error
(MAE) and the root mean square error (RMSE) indicate the agreement between modelled and observed ice velocity.

Ice shelf

Entire domain

15

Inferred parameter

MAE (ma−1 )

RMSE (ma−1 )

Binv

7.4

11.3

α

7.9

11.8

Binv

5.2

7.8

α

13.3

15.3

bed elevation of existing pinning points is left unmodified while the surrounding bathymetry is excavated to ensure the area
of grounding represents the present-day extent of the pinning points. Smooth transitions between unmodified and excavated
bed elevations are achieved by linearly interpolating within a 2 to 5 km buffer marking the transition between unmodified and
excavated bed elevations. This approach is inspired by Fürst et al. (2015) and Favier et al. (2016) who also noted inconsistencies
in the Bedmap2 bathymetry that resulted in spurious regrounding when simulating ice shelf flow over pinning points.
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1.3

Performance of the inverse method

Reference model velocities are well matched to observed velocities (Table S2, Fig. S2). For both B̄ and α, the mean absolute
error between modelled and observed ice velocity is less than the error on the observed Landsat-8 derived and MEaSUREs
velocities used in model initialisation. The agreement between modelled and observed velocity compares well to reported mean
absolute errors for similar inversions performed with ISSM (Morlighem et al., 2010; Yu et al., 2018).
2

Figure S2. Model output from the final two inversions to infer the inverse rate parameter B̄inv and basal friction coefficient α. (a) is the
inferred distribution of B̄inv , (b) is the difference between modelled and observed velocity corresponding to the B̄inv inversion, (c) is the
inferred distribution of α and (d) is the velocity difference corresponding to the α inversion. (e) and (f) are a comparison between the observed
and final modelled velocity for inferred α. Model output is overlayed on the MODIS MOA (Haran et al., 2014).
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Figure S3. The relationship between (a) modelled and observed ice velocity (Landsat 8) and (b) modelled and observed ice thickness
(Bedmap2) after model relaxation. n = 10201 points sampled at a 2 km resolution within a 200 × 200 km grid centred on the SCIR.

Figure S4. (a-b) A comparison between Bedmap2 (Fretwell et al., 2013) and modelled ice thickness near the SCIR. (c-d) A comparison
between Bedmap2-derived and modelled ice shelf height above buoyancy Hab (degree of groundedness). Hab indicates the amount of
thinning required for the ice shelf to lose contact with the seafloor. Zero values indicate floating ice. Model output is overlayed on the
MODIS MOA (Haran et al., 2014).
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1.4

Comparison between modelled and observed ice velocity and thickness after model relaxation

Fine–scale spatial variations in ice velocity and flowline turning around the SCIR are replicated by the model (Figs. S2f and
S3a), but finer kilometre–scale variations in ice thickness are not (Figs. S4 and S3b). Model velocity retains fine spatial detail
because it depends on the inverse rate factor and the friction coefficient, both of which are spatially fixed properties of the
model mesh elements. Lacking such constraint, the thickness field is smoothed by viscous diffusion during model relaxation.
30

While the broad pattern of thickening upstream and thinning downstream of the SCIR is preserved, kilometre–scale features
including wakes of thinner ice downstream from individual ice rumples are not reproduced (Fig. S4).
A realistic assessment of the flow–regulating effects of the SCIR requires a model ice shelf thickness above buoyancy Hab
that is consistent with the observed Hab from the Bedmap2 compilation. If the model Hab is too high, the flow resisting
effects of the pinning points will be exaggerated, while if Hab is too low (ice rumples are too lightly grounded), the flow-
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regulating effects will be underestimated. After model relaxation, Hab ranges from -6 m to 23 m with a mean Hab of 13 m
(Fig. S4c and d). Negative Hab values indicate that some initially grounded ice rumple nodes lost contact with the seafloor
during model relaxation (e.g., the downstream western corner of rumple C).

2

Reference maps for figures in the main text

Figure S5. The eastern RIS region of interest: (a) Along-flow cross-sections intersecting the SCIR. These cross-sections correspond to the
the along-flow surface elevation profiles for ice rumples A, B and C, and the longer profile intersecting the MacIS grounding line and the
SCIR plotted in Figs. 3 and 10. (b) Gates used for mass flux calculations in Table 3.
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Transverse stresses

Longitudinal compressive and tensile stresses in the across-flow direction are referred to as transverse stresses R̄tt . Negative
and positive R̄tt (indicating flow convergence and divergence) are plotted separately for clarity (Fig. S6 and S7).
5

Figure S6. The transverse stress −R̄tt (flow convergence) acting on the RIS and tributary ice streams in the reference and perturbed models.
In (a-c), the simulation is initialised with B̄inv . In (d-f), the simulation is initialised with B̄u . In (c) and (f), positive (negative) values indicate
an increase (decrease) in flow convergence when the SCIR are removed.

Figure S7. The transverse stress +R̄tt (flow divergence) acting on the RIS and tributary ice streams in the reference and perturbed models.
In (a-c), the model is initialised with B̄inv . In (d-f), the model is initialised with B̄u . In (c) and (f), positive (negative) values indicate an
increase (decrease) in flow divergence when the SCIR are removed.
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The force budget

The pinning point force budget quantifies the magnitude and direction of drag forces and net flow resistance generated by
individual pinning points (MacAyeal et al., 1987; Still et al., 2019). Form drag Ff is the glaciostatic contribution to the net flow
45

resistance associated with disturbance to the thickness field around an obstacle and is calculated on a contour Γ surrounding
the pinning point

I 
1
Ff =
ρi gH 2 n̂dλ
2

(1)

Γ

where ρi is the density of ice, g is acceleration due to gravity and H is the ice thickness. The contour Γ is divided into length
elements dλ with normals n̂. Equation (1) differs slightly from the Ff equation used by MacAyeal et al. (1987) because the
50

total ISSM ice-column thickness H, in which a firn layer is not represented separately, is used here.
Dynamic drag Fd is the viscous resistance associated with deformation around an obstacle and is calculated
I
Fd = − 2η̄H {˙ij · n̂ + (˙xx + ˙yy )n̂} dλ

(2)

Γ

where η̄ is the effective depth-averaged viscosity and ˙ij is the strain rate tensor. The effective viscosity parameter η̄ is
η̄ =
55

B̄

(3)

1−1/n
2˙e

where B̄ is the depth-averaged, inverse flow law rate factor and n = 3 is the flow law exponent. The effective strain rate ˙e is
the second invariant of the strain rate tensor
1
˙2e = (˙2xx + ˙2yy + ˙2zz ) + ˙2xy + ˙2xz + ˙2yz .
2

(4)

The difference between the sum of the form drag and dynamic drag (Ff + Fd ) and the resistive force that would exist in
the absence of any disturbance to ice shelf flow (the seawater pressure), is the effective resistance Fe , the total reaction force
60

arising from contact between the pinning point and the ice shelf base
Fe = Ff + Fd − Fw

(5)

where Fw is the seawater pressure. The force budget components are computed for the SCIR and Roosevelt Island using both
B̄inv and B̄u for the reference and perturbed models.
4.1
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Roosevelt Island force budget

Modelled net resistive forces generated by Roosevelt Island increase in magnitude in response to removal of the SCIR. Ff
increases by 5%, Fd increases by 6% and Fe increases by 6% (Fe = 37.8×1012 N with SCIR, Fe = 40.0×1012 N without SCIR)
(Table 3). The directions of net Ff , Fd and Fe remain unchanged (Fig. S9). Once the SCIR are removed, Fe generated at the
location of the former SCIR reduces to near-zero and Fe generated by Roosevelt Island increases to balance the driving force.
This result is consistent with the analysis of resistive stress distributions. In particular, lateral shear stresses R̄lt and longitudinal
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compressive stresses −R̄ll generated by Roosevelt Island increase in response to removal of the SCIR.
7

Figure S8. The effect of uniform B̄u (a and c) versus spatially variable B̄inv (b and d) on individual Fd vector components generated by the
SCIR and Roosevelt Island. Uniform B̄u is set to 2.2 ×108 Pa s1/3 .

Figure S9. The change in net Ff (dark blue), net Fd (light blue) and Fe (black) generated by Roosevelt Island in response to removal of the
SCIR. The green ice velocity vectors indicate the flow direction.
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